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The creation of high quality, beautiful and sustainable 
buildings and places is fundamental to what the planning and 
development process should achieve. Good design is a key 
aspect of sustainable development, creates better places in 
which to live and work and helps make development acceptable 
to communities. Being clear about design expectations, and 
how these will be tested, is essential for achieving this. So too 
is effective engagement between applicants, communities, local 
planning authorities and other interests throughout the process. 

(Para. 126, NPPF 2021)
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01 INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE OF THE STATEMENT

1.1 This statement has been prepared by Pegasus Urban 
Design on behalf of Hayfield Homes to support the 
Reserve Matters Application for the erection of 40 
dwellings on land off Berry Hill Road, Adderbury. 

1.2 This design Statement explains how a considered 
approach has been reached and identifies the key aspects 
of the detailed layout for the new dwellings, which are 
contextually appropriate and form part of a sustainable 
long-term solution for a successful community.

1.3 This statement should be read in conjunction with the 
other supporting documents also submitted with this 
Reserved Matters Application.

THE VISION

1.4  The proposed development has been inspired by and 
will reflect upon the design principles and character 
of Adderbury. These principles have provided a robust 
framework to provide a development that will be thriving, 
modern, viable and sustainable.

SITE INTRODUCTION 

Planning 

1.5 The application site is formed from the outline residential 
planning Application 19/00963/OUT, a re-submission of 
the former planning application 17/02394/OUT.

The Wider Site

1.6 The site is situated in the Village of Adderbury and sits 
adjacent to existing dwellings along Berry Hill Road. 
Adderbury is a winding linear village which has seen 
steading growth over the years.

1.7 The centre of the village is located north of the site with 
a good range of local amenities including local stores, 
post office, public houses, a library, a church and sports 
facilities. 

1.8 The existing network of roads allows access to nearby 
villages and the Town of Banbury offering more facilities 
for existing and future residents.



SITE AERIAL PLAN
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SITE LOCATION PLAN
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THE SITE 

1.9 The development site consists of 4 Hectare area of land 
off Berry Hill Road, in the village of Adderbury, in the 
Adderbury, Bloxham and Bodicote ward. The site is 
rectangular in shape and slopes gently to the north.

1.10 The site currently is used for agricultural use, for grazing 
with areas of hardstanding and a stables and paddock to 
the east.

1.11 Further details can be found within the Outline Planning 
Application (Ref: 19/00963/OUT)
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SITE IMAGES
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OUTLINE PLAN - CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES OUTLINE PLAN - PARAMETERS PLAN
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OUTLINE PLAN - KEY ELEMENTS PLAN OUTLINE PLAN - ILLUSTRATIVE MASTERPLAN

OVERALL SITE PHASING PLAN

2.1 As part of the Outline Planning Application (Ref: 
19/00963/OUT) the following plans set out the 
parameters for the site.

02 OUTLINE SUPPORTING PLANS
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03 SITE LAYOUT

USE AND AMOUNT 

4.1 The detailed site layout opposite shows how the proposed 
40 dwelling sit within the site with the associated access 
and landscape design.

4.2 The development includes a mix of dwellings making the 
site suitable for all needs, the mix can be seen below: 

4.3 Affordable housing will be well integrated in the site with 
a tenure blind approach with no discernible differences 
between private and affordable dwellings, with 35% of the 
development being affordable units, mix below: 

SITE LAYOUT

4.4 The layout has been designed to incorporate numerous 
principles set on a local and national level, specifically 
focusing on the Identity, Built Form, Movement and Nature 
within the scheme. 

4.5 The design has been informed by the findings of technical 
surveys and assessments that accompany the Outline 
Planning Application. Recommendations for biodiversity 
and landscaping enhancements and known constraints 
have been considered and have informed the final site 
layout.

4.6 All routes within the site are necessary and serve a 
specific function or destination with natural surveillance 
promoted where possible. Dwellings have also been 
designed with architectural details which promote 
natural surveillance, and the active overlooking of spaces 
are included within the design. This has not been done 
through window positioning alone but also through the use 
of bay windows in key locations, offering further angles of 
surveillance.

2 Bed Dwelling 6

3 Bed Dwelling 5

4 Bed Dwelling 4

5 Bed Dwelling 11

Total 26 Dwellings

1 Bed Dwelling 4

2 Bed Dwelling 7

3 Bed Dwelling 3

Total 14 Dwellings

AFFORDABLE MIX

TOTAL OPEN MARKET MIX
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ACCESS, MOVEMENT & PARKING

4.7 Main access into the site is proposed off Berry Hill 
Road, this will provide access to all 40 dwellings. A well 
connected and easily navigated movement network within 
the site allows every aspect to be accessible by all users. 

4.8 The primary street through the site continues on from the 
access off Berry Hill Road, a main route into Adderbury. 
The primary street has 5.5m carriageways and 2m 
footpaths to both sides. Not only does this allow for easy 
access and movement but reflects that of existing routes 
in the village. Landscaping along one side of the primary 
routes allows the development to blend effortlessly with 
its green surroundings. Private drives lead off from the 
primary street and secondary street providing access to 
dwellings with private parking.

4.9 Visitor parking spaces can be found throughout the site.

4.10 Internal streets have been defined by the building 
layout with more organic compositions again reflecting 
the surrounding context. These forms encourage low 
vehicular speeds with a design that promotes safe 
walking and cycling. New pedestrian routes though the 
proposed open space have been provided creating further 
permeability through the site.

ACCESS, MOVEMENT & PARKING PLAN
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BUILT FORM

4.11 The term build form refers to the three-dimensional 
patter or arrangement of development blocks, streets, 
buildings and open space. When all these elements work 
well together it will create an attractive place to live, work 
and play.

4.12 The proposed development has been designed responding 
to the sites constraints, in a way that not only reflects 
its surroundings but adds to the character to the village, 
through attractive streets and spaces. This has been 
achieved through assessments and parameter plans set 
out in the Outline Planning Application.

4.13 The new development must not only sit well within its 
surrounds but act as natural growth to the village. By 
looking at existing built form and the way local spaces 
have evolved over time we have been able to get a strong 
sense of what will work within the site.

4.14 The design of the development proposal is based on the 
principles of perimeter blocks that enclose back gardens, 
providing a strong frontage to the public realm and 
ensuring active frontages overlook streets and spaces. 
Bungalows are proposed which creates variety to the 
sctreetscene through dwelling heights. This difference in 
height can be seen throughout Adderbury.

4.15 The development provides strong active frontages to 
proposed areas of open space and areas of high landscape 
planting, providing natural surveillance and opportunities 
for active overlooking. This will help deter acts of anti-
social behaviour. 
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MATERIALS & CHARACTER

4.16 The design proposal creates a distinctive character and 
strong sense of place, taking inspiration from important 
local features, materials and architectural details in the 
surrounding context. 

4.17 The proposal aims to create a new space that is healthy, 
comfortable and safe. Houses have been carefully 
designed with the surrounding context in mind. The use of 
red brick and locally used stone link the development with 
its surroundings effortlessly. 

MATERIALS PLAN
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4.18 The relationship between the new development and its 
surroundings, especially the adjacent Berry Hill Road 
needs to be positive. Key features within Adderbury 
identified that have influenced the proposed design are as 
follows:

• Material use – The use of both red brick and stone. With 
both materials used together and separately;

• Building heights – A mix of building heights within a single 
street scene from single storey bungalows to large two 
storey houses;

• Built form – Variety in size of dwellings, a mixture of 
narrow and wide fronted houses, with bungalows being 
predominantly wide fronted which helps balance the 
streetscene;

• Architectural detailing – The use of stone detailing on red 
brick units adds interest and character. Traditional window 
positions, with use of symmetry on larger dwellings; and

• Landscaping – Use of trees and planting within the 
streetscene, with landscaped setbacks.

IMAGES OF SURROUNDING INFLUENCE
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The identity or character of a place comes from the way that 
buildings, streets and spaces, landscape and infrastructure 
combine together and how people experience them. It is not just 
about the buildings or how a place looks, but how it engages with 
all of the senses.

(Para. 50, NDG 2021)
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STREET SCENES
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BOUNDARY TREATMENTS PLAN

BOUNDARY TREATMENTS PLAN

4.19 Boundary treatments are in place to enforce perimeter 
blocks and enhance the streetscene where possible.

4.20 Boundaries used within open spaces provide structure 
and purpose and can also add an element of safety when it 
comes to sustainable urban drainage systems, ensuring a 
distinction between that and the open space.

4.21 The site offers a range of boundary treatments all serving 
a specific purpose, from 1.8m high timber fences and 
brick walls/ stone walls through to timber knee rails. See 
plan opposite to locations.
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SHEET 3
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FOR LAP PROPOSALS
REFER TO DRAWING
HAY23648-20

1No Sorbus aucuparia

2No Sorbus aucuparia

2No Sorbus aucuparia

1No Corylus avellana

1No Corylus avellana

1No Corylus avellana

1No Sorbus aucuparia

1NoPrunus avium

1No Sorbus aucuparia

Existing footpath

Existing footpath

2No Prunus avium 'Plena'

2No Prunus avium 'Plena'

2No Prunus avium 'Plena'

View corridor to the Church

View corridor to the Church

Legend

Existing trees to be retained and
protected during construction. Refer to
Tree Protection Plan HAY23648-03 for
further details

Proposed specimen shrub planting

Proposed shrub planting to receive
75mm bark mulch after planting
operations

Proposed grass areas to receive good
quality amenity grass turves laid in line
with good horticultural practices

Proposed grassland areas to be
seeded with EG22 Strong Lawn Grass
Mixture as supplied by Emorsgate or
similar and sown at 25 grams per msq

Cut lines

Proposed climbing plants to be trained
up adjacent wall/ fence with
galvanised wires and hook set 250mm
apart with support canes removed
prior to planting

Proposed hedge planting to be planted
in a single row at 400mm centres

Proposed tree planting within soft
landscape. See tree pit detail on sheet
1

Proposed mixed native hedge planting
to be planted in a double staggered
row 300mm apart and at 500mm
centres in each row. To be maintained
at 1.8m height

Proposed decorative mix bulb planting,
to be planted in Autumn at three times
the depth of the bulb

Proposed aquatic mix to be planted in
groups of 7-10no. of each species and
as above

Proposed areas to be seeded with
EM8 Meadow Mixture for Wetlands as
supplied by Emorsgate or similar and
sown at 4 grams per msq

Proposed areas to be seeded with
EM2 Standard General Purpose
Meadow Mixture as supplied by
Emorsgate or similar and sown at 4
grams per msq

Proposed knee rail to be 450mm high
as supplied by Jacksons Fencing or
similar. To include maintenance gates

For Planting Schedule
refer to sheet 1 of 3

Proposed areas to be seeded with
EG10 Tussock Grass Mixture for
Wetlands as supplied by Emorsgate or
similar and sown at 5 grams per msq

Proposed areas to be seeded with EH1
Hedgerow Mixture as supplied by
Emorsgate or similar and sown at 4
grams per msq

Proposed sensory shrub mix to be
planted in groups of 5-7no. of each
species and as above

Proposed grass matta safety surfacing
as supplied by Matta products or
similar. To be laid to critical fall heights

Proposed footpaths to be laid with self
binding breedon gravel. To be edged
with AluExcel aluminum edging, as
supplied by Excel Edge or similar and
laid in line with engineers details

Proposed Willenhall Seat, product ref:
BX14 4015 as supplied by Broxap or
similar
Proposed Westleigh Litter Bin, product
ref: BX50S 2800 as supplied by
Broxap or similar

Proposed Carpinus (hornbeam) hedge
planting to be planted in a double
staggered row 300mm apart and at
400mm centres in each row. To be
maintained at 1m height

SPECIFICATION
All works generally, to comply with the written Soft
Landscape Specification.

In case of quantity discrepancies, the quantities on
the plan(s) take precedent over the quantities
shown in the planting schedule.

NOTES:
DO NOT SCALE FROM DRAWING
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION, FOR PLANNING
PURPOSES ONLY
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LANDSCAPE PLAN

LANDSCAPING

4.22 Alongside well-designed public spaces the proposed 
water management and planting strategies offer the 
opportunity to enhance and optimise the development 
proposals, providing resilience to climate change and 
supporting biodiversity.

4.23 Planting within the scheme will be utilised to enrich 
biodiversity, assist in place making and create identity 
within the development. Along with the elevational 
treatments of the buildings, the landscape materials 
and planting proposals will reinforce the character 
of the scheme and provide continual reference to the 
surrounding landscape.

4.24 The proposed new structure of planting forms important 
links as part of the green infrastructure network 
connecting into the existing landscape, hedgerows and 
tree.

4.25 The integration of a comprehensive Sustainable Drainage 
System (SuDs) has been considered from the outset and 
shaped the development. The aim of SuDs is to maximise 
the existing potential of the site to attenuate and clean 
water, while providing valuable amenity by creating 
and integrating well designed landscaped features and 
promoting a greater diversity of flora and fauna. SuDs 
manage surface water run-off rates by mimicking natural 
drainage characteristics to achieve a sustainable drainage 
solution that balances water quality, water quantity, 
amenity and biodiversity.

4.26 Futher Details can be found in the Landscaping Plans 
submitted as part of the application. 
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7NoRosmarinus off. 'Sissinghurst Blue'10%

14No Salvia argentea 20%
7No Santolina chamaecyparissus 'Lemon Queen'10%

14No Thymus vulgaris 20%

11No Skimmia japonica 'Rubella'

12No Euonymus fortunei 'Silver Queen'
11No Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken'

45No Ilex crenata
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9No Skimmia japonica 'Rubella'

8No Cornus sanguinea 'Midwinter Fire'
8NoEuonymus fortunei 'Silver Queen'

66No Ilex crenata
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16No Bergenia 'Bressingham White'
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1NoPrunus avium

1No Acer campestre

1NoPrunus avium

1NoBetula pendula

1NoPyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer'
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1No Carpinus betulus

1No Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer'

2NoExochorda macrantha 'The Bride'
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4No Lonicera periclymenum 'Graham Thomas'

8No Clematis armandii 'Apple Blossom'
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4No Clematis armandii 'Apple Blossom'

4No Lonicera periclymenum 'Graham Thomas'
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1No Magnolia soulangiana

2No Prunus 'Amanogawa'
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1NoPrunus 'Amanogawa'

Existing footpath

2No Prunus avium 'Plena'

View corridor to the Church

View corridor to the Church

View corridor to the Church

Legend

Existing trees to be retained and
protected during construction. Refer to
Tree Protection Plan HAY23648-03 for
further details

Proposed specimen shrub planting

Proposed shrub planting to receive
75mm bark mulch after planting
operations

Proposed grass areas to receive good
quality amenity grass turves laid in line
with good horticultural practices

Proposed grassland areas to be
seeded with EG22 Strong Lawn Grass
Mixture as supplied by Emorsgate or
similar and sown at 25 grams per msq

Cut lines

Proposed climbing plants to be trained
up adjacent wall/ fence with
galvanised wires and hook set 250mm
apart with support canes removed
prior to planting

Proposed hedge planting to be planted
in a single row at 400mm centres

Proposed tree planting within soft
landscape. See tree pit detail on sheet
1

Proposed mixed native hedge planting
to be planted in a double staggered
row 300mm apart and at 500mm
centres in each row. To be maintained
at 1.8m height

Proposed decorative mix bulb planting,
to be planted in Autumn at three times
the depth of the bulb

Proposed aquatic mix to be planted in
groups of 7-10no. of each species and
as above

Proposed areas to be seeded with
EM8 Meadow Mixture for Wetlands as
supplied by Emorsgate or similar and
sown at 4 grams per msq

Proposed areas to be seeded with
EM2 Standard General Purpose
Meadow Mixture as supplied by
Emorsgate or similar and sown at 4
grams per msq

Proposed knee rail to be 450mm high
as supplied by Jacksons Fencing or
similar. To include maintenance gates

For Planting Schedule
refer to sheet 1 of 3

Proposed areas to be seeded with
EG10 Tussock Grass Mixture for
Wetlands as supplied by Emorsgate or
similar and sown at 5 grams per msq

Proposed areas to be seeded with EH1
Hedgerow Mixture as supplied by
Emorsgate or similar and sown at 4
grams per msq

Proposed sensory shrub mix to be
planted in groups of 5-7no. of each
species and as above

Proposed grass matta safety surfacing
as supplied by Matta products or
similar. To be laid to critical fall heights

Proposed footpaths to be laid with self
binding breedon gravel. To be edged
with AluExcel aluminum edging, as
supplied by Excel Edge or similar and
laid in line with engineers details

Proposed Willenhall Seat, product ref:
BX14 4015 as supplied by Broxap or
similar
Proposed Westleigh Litter Bin, product
ref: BX50S 2800 as supplied by
Broxap or similar

Proposed Carpinus (hornbeam) hedge
planting to be planted in a double
staggered row 300mm apart and at
400mm centres in each row. To be
maintained at 1m height

SPECIFICATION
All works generally, to comply with the written Soft
Landscape Specification.

In case of quantity discrepancies, the quantities on
the plan(s) take precedent over the quantities
shown in the planting schedule.

NOTES:
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Bulb MIx
75No Galanthus nivalis 40%
38No Hyancinthoides non-scripta 20%
75No Narcissus pseudonarcissus 40%

Mixed Native Hedgerow
41No Corylus avellana 20%
61No Crataegus monogyna 30%
41No Cornus sanguinea 20%
41No Viburnum opulus 20%
21No Rosa canina10%

11No Skimmia japonica 'Rubella'
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11No Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken'
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8NoHebe 'Midsummer Beauty'
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Existing footpath

View corridor to the Church

Dimension of tree pit to be at least
75mm greater then the rootball. The
depth of the pit shall be no deeper
than the existing rootball and
container depth

Root Rain Metro tree pit irrigation
system, or similar

Backfill material to comprise of soil
dug from excavated pits (if of
sufficient quality) or to be backfilled
with 600mm subsoil and 300mm  of
topsoil, in line with BS3882:2015
Specification for topsoil

1m diameter of decorative bark
mulch to be applied to surface of tree
pit, to a depth of 75mm

Base of tree pit to remain
undisturbed unless there is evidence
of poor drainage, soil smearing or
panning in which case appropriate
rectification measures will be
required

Backfill material is be be applied in
layers 150mm in depth, ensuring that

the tree is held upright

The root flare of the newly planted
tree shall be clearly visible at the soil

surface and is not to be buried by
excess soil or mulch

Stakes to be requisite length,
pressure impregnated, debarked

softwood 100mm square or diameter,
driven into ground sufficient depth to

provide full support

Once tree has been positioned the
hessian and twine surrounding the

roots is to be loosened. Wire cages
are to be removed

Tree ties to be expandable rubber
with spacer block, fixed to stake with
heavy duty galvanised nails

Tree Pit Detail: Soft Landscape

Components as supplied from GreenBlue Urban or similar

Legend

Existing trees to be retained and
protected during construction. Refer to
Tree Protection Plan HAY23648-03 for
further details

Proposed specimen shrub planting

Proposed shrub planting to receive
75mm bark mulch after planting
operations

Proposed grass areas to receive good
quality amenity grass turves laid in line
with good horticultural practices

Proposed grassland areas to be
seeded with EG22 Strong Lawn Grass
Mixture as supplied by Emorsgate or
similar and sown at 25 grams per msq

Cut lines

Proposed climbing plants to be trained
up adjacent wall/ fence with
galvanised wires and hook set 250mm
apart with support canes removed
prior to planting

Proposed hedge planting to be planted
in a single row at 400mm centres

Proposed tree planting within soft
landscape. See tree pit detail on sheet
1

Proposed mixed native hedge planting
to be planted in a double staggered
row 300mm apart and at 500mm
centres in each row. To be maintained
at 1.8m height

Proposed decorative mix bulb planting,
to be planted in Autumn at three times
the depth of the bulb

Proposed aquatic mix to be planted in
groups of 7-10no. of each species and
as above

Proposed areas to be seeded with
EM8 Meadow Mixture for Wetlands as
supplied by Emorsgate or similar and
sown at 4 grams per msq

Proposed areas to be seeded with
EM2 Standard General Purpose
Meadow Mixture as supplied by
Emorsgate or similar and sown at 4
grams per msq

Proposed knee rail to be 450mm high
as supplied by Jacksons Fencing or
similar. To include maintenance gates

For Planting Schedule
refer to sheet 1 of 3

Proposed areas to be seeded with
EG10 Tussock Grass Mixture for
Wetlands as supplied by Emorsgate or
similar and sown at 5 grams per msq

Proposed areas to be seeded with EH1
Hedgerow Mixture as supplied by
Emorsgate or similar and sown at 4
grams per msq

Proposed sensory shrub mix to be
planted in groups of 5-7no. of each
species and as above

Proposed grass matta safety surfacing
as supplied by Matta products or
similar. To be laid to critical fall heights

Proposed footpaths to be laid with self
binding breedon gravel. To be edged
with AluExcel aluminum edging, as
supplied by Excel Edge or similar and
laid in line with engineers details

Proposed Willenhall Seat, product ref:
BX14 4015 as supplied by Broxap or
similar
Proposed Westleigh Litter Bin, product
ref: BX50S 2800 as supplied by
Broxap or similar

Proposed Carpinus (hornbeam) hedge
planting to be planted in a double
staggered row 300mm apart and at
400mm centres in each row. To be
maintained at 1m height

126 -3/m²Well Rooted3-3.5LMyosotis scorpioides
126 -3/m²Well Rooted3-3.5LLythrum salicaria
126 -3/m²Well Rooted3-3.5LIris pseudacorus
126 -3/m²Well Rooted3-3.5Lcarex acutiformis
126 -3/m²Well Rooted3-3.5LAcorus calamus
No.DensitySpecificationPot SizeSpecies Name

Marginal / Aquatics

705 -30/m²TopsizeNarcissus pseudonarcissus
356 -30/m²TopsizeHyancinthoides non-scripta
705 -30/m²TopsizeGalanthus nivalis
No.DensitySpecificationSpecies Name

Bulbs

61 -4/m²Bushy: C3LThymus vulgaris
61 -4/m²Bushy: C3LSalvia argentea
17 -4/m²C5-7.5LGeranium 'Ann Folkard'
61 -4/m²Bushy: C3LCarex pendula
115 -4/m²C5-7.5LBergenia 'Bressingham White'
No.DensitySpecificationPot SizeHeightSpecies Name

Herbaceous

8 -CountedSeveral Shoots :5 brks: C10L100-150cmLonicera periclymenum 'Graham Thomas'
26 -CountedSeveral Shoots :7 brks: C15L80-100cmClematis armandii 'Apple Blossom'
No.DensitySpecificationPot SizeHeightSpecies Name

Climbers

41 -0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetBranched :BR: Planted and maintained as a hedgerow60-80cmViburnum opulus
227 -4/m²Bushy :5 brks :C5-7.5L40-60cmSkimmia japonica 'Rubella'
31 -4/m²Bushy: C3L30-40cmSantolina chamaecyparissus 'Lemon Queen'
31 -4/m²Bushy: C3L30-40cmRosmarinus off. 'Sissinghurst Blue'
21 -0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetBranched :BR: Planted and maintained as a hedgerow80-100cmRosa canina
133 -4/m²Bushy :5 brks :C5-7.5L40-60cmPrunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken'
10 -CountedBranched :5 brks :C: Planted as a specimen shrub10L60-80cmPrunus cistena
50 -4/m²Bushy :5 brks :C5-7.5L40-60cmNandina domestica 'Firepower'
31 -4/m²Bushy: C3L30-40cmLavandula stoechas
139 -4/m²Bushy :7 brks :C5-7.5L30-40cmLavandula angustifolia 'Hidcote'
1612 -4/mLeader With Laterals :C: Planted and maintained as a hedgerow3L30-40cmIlex crenata
37 -4/m²Bushy :7 brks :C5-7.5L40-60cmHebe 'Red Edge'
121 -4/m²Bushy :7 brks :C5-7.5L40-60cmHebe 'Midsummer Beauty'
8 -CountedBushy :8 brks :C: Planted as a specimen shrub15L60-80cmExochorda macrantha 'The Bride'
194 -4/m²Bushy :9 brks :C5-7.5L30-40cmEuonymus fortunei 'Silver Queen'
6 -CountedBranched :7 brks :C15L125-150cmCorylus avellana
42 -4/m²Branched :5 brks :C3L40-60cmCornus sanguinea 'Midwinter Fire'
41 -0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offsetBranched :BR: Planted and maintained as a hedgerow3L40-60cmCornus sanguinea
79 -4/m²Bushy :6 brks :C5-7.5L40-60cmCistus 'Silver Pink'
49 -4/m²Bushy :5 brks :C5-7.5L40-60cmChoisya 'Aztec Pearl'
69 -4/m²Bushy :5 brks :C5-7.5L40-60cmCeanothus 'Blue Mound'
31 -4/m²Bushy: C3L30-40cmAronia melanocarpa
70 -4/m²Bushy :5 brks :C5-7.5L40-60cmAbelia grandiflora 'Kaleidoscope'
No.DensitySpecificationPot SizeHeightSpecies Name

Shrubs

6 -Heavy Standard :Clear Stem 175-200 :5 brks :3x :RBCounted350-425cm12-14cmPrunus avium 'Plena'
10 -Heavy Standard :Clear Stem min. 200 :3/5 brks :3x :RBCounted350-425cm12-14cmSorbus aucuparia
1 -Heavy Standard :Clear Stem min. 200 :3/5 brks :3x :RBCounted350-425cm12-14cmCarpinus betulus
6 -Heavy Standard :Clear Stem min. 200 :3/5 brks :3x :RBCounted350-425cm12-14cmAcer campestre
3 -Heavy Standard :Clear Stem min. 200 :3/5 brks :3x :RBCounted350-425cm12-14cmMalus sylvestris
17 -Heavy Standard :Clear Stem min. 200 :3/5 brks :3x :RBCounted350-425cm12-14cmQuercus robur
10 -Heavy Standard :Clear Stem min. 200 :3/5 brks :3x :RBCounted350-425cm12-14cmPrunus avium
1 -Heavy Standard :Clear Stem min. 200 :3/5 brks :3x :RBCounted350-425cm12-14cmBetula pendula
12 -Heavy Standard :Clear Stem 175-200 :5 brks :3x :RBCounted350-425cm12-14cmBetula utilis jacquemontii
6 -Heavy Standard :Clear Stem 175-200 :5 brks :3x :RBCounted350-425cm12-14cmPyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer'
4 -Standard :3x :RBCounted300-350cm10-12cmPrunus 'Amanogawa'
1 -Selected Standard :Clear Stem 175-200 :3x :RBCounted300-350cm10-12cmMagnolia soulangiana
171 -1+2 :Transplant :BR: Planted and maintained as a hedgerow0.4Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offset100-125cmCarpinus betulus
61 -Transplant :RB: Planted and maintained as a hedgerow0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offset60-80cmCrataegus monogyna
41 -Transplant :RB: Planted and maintained as a hedgerow0.3Ctr Double Staggered at 0.3m offset40-60cmCorylus avellana
No.SpecificationDensityHeightGirthSpecies Name

Trees

Planting Schedule

SPECIFICATION
All works generally, to comply with the written Soft
Landscape Specification.

In case of quantity discrepancies, the quantities on
the plan(s) take precedent over the quantities
shown in the planting schedule.

NOTES:
DO NOT SCALE FROM DRAWING
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION, FOR PLANNING
PURPOSES ONLY
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REFUSE PLAN
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BERRY HILL ROAD
ADDERBURY



5.1 The proposed development with create housing choice 
and new amenity spaces for the new community whilst 
improving public access and use of the site. The scheme 
delivers a range of housing from 1 bedroom units through 
to larger 5 bedroom detached houses. The design and 
layout have been carefully considered to create a new built 
environment for the 21st century, that will accord with the 
principles of high-quality design and good practice.

05 SUMMARY 
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